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Dance
your way
to health
Local practitioner offers 17 useful tips
to enhance your movement experience
By Sparrow

B

DION OGUST

elieve it or not, science has studied the health benefits of
dancing. Dancing improves balance and coordination, muscle
strength, flexibility – and increases metabolism. The most immediate improvement, I find, is to the back. Properly executed, gentle undulation relieves lower back distress.
Once you continuously move for 20 minutes, you receive the blessings of aerobic
exercise, including cardiovascular enhancement and even better memory. And don’t
forget mental health. It’s hard to be despondent while you’re dancing.
A “dance doctor” examines the patient and prescribes particular movements
to improve bodily functioning. Visit a dance doctor today! And here are some
further tips:

1.

Begin with video. Ask a friend to videotape your walk. Study the way
your body habitually negotiates a sidewalk or country lane. Consider
how to develop these motions into a dance.

2.

Dance a simple dance. I once heard an interview with jazz
pianist Dave Brubeck, who said: “It took me a long time to
learn, while composing, that no idea can be too simple.” Follow
this principle in your dancing. Don’t be afraid to sway back and
forth repetitively, or to slide one foot along the floor. Sometimes the
most basic dances the most salutary, and lovely.
Continued on page 15

Artist and
dancer Eileen.
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FAMILY &
COSMETIC
DENTISTRY
Dr. Syed Masihuddin

Dr. Syed Masihuddin
is a 2002 graduate of NYU College of
Dentistry, with additional training in dental
implants & more from St. Joseph Hospital
in NJ, associated with Seton Hall University
and is a fellow of American Academy of
General Dentistry. He is a member of AGD,
AACD, AAFE, a Diplomate of ICOI and
has been recognized with various awards
in Dental Implant and Cosmetic Dentistry.
He was also selected as top dentist of
Pennsylvania in 2011 and as top dentist of
New York in 2013.

Comprehensive Services Include:
• Root Canals
• Preventative Care
• Fillings
• Crowns
• Extractions
• Bone Graft
• Cosmetic Dentistry
• Implants including
• Zoom Teeth Whitening the “4–In–All” Implant
• Porcelain Veneers
• Oral and Inhalation sedation
• Bridges
available (Nitrous Oxide)

Office Features State Of The
Art Technology Including Intra-Oral
Camera And Low Radiation
3-D Digital Cone Beam Imaging.

8 Grove Street, Highland • (845) 691-8251 • dentalsolutionsofhighland.com

NEW PALTZ
216 Rt. 32 N. New Paltz, NY
845-419-2899

KINGSTON
368 B’way, Ste. 105, Kingston, NY
845-338-7472
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Worth one’s salt
When it comes to breathing in stuff,
there are things to know
By Elisabeth Henry

“S

alt cave therapy?” he snorted. “What
does that have to do with health?”
I suppose he imagined I attempted to
slip in an article on spelunking. Not so.
Nor was I alluding to something like The Manheim
Effect in Star Wars - The Next Generation. That term
was used by lieutenant commander Data to describe the
temporal distortions created as a byproduct of doctor
Paul Manheim’s time/gravity experiments.
Let’s step out of the transporter room and dig in to
the facts, for real.
Salt has been a medical staple since the beginning of
recorded history. Most often used in combination with
other ingredients to treat constipation and other ills of
the digestive tract (it still is), salt was and is often used
to treat skin problems. Hippocrates recommended inhaling steam from salt water in chronic diseases of the
upper and lower respiratory track to ease the discomfort
of a common cold.
The old man’s thinking comes close to the theory
behind the use of salt caves. Halotherapy dates back
hundreds of years to Eastern Europe. Salt therapy, called
halotherapy, reproduces the natural microclimate of
a salt cave by dispersing saline aerosol in a high concentration in a room whose surfaces are covered with
layers of salt. Halotherapy evolved from speleotherapy
which derives from the Greek word for cave. This original therapy only uses the natural conditions of the salt
caves or mines. Halotherapy is the same therapy in an
artiﬁcially created environment.

It is purported to confer a variety of health beneﬁts.
These include relief from respiratory ailments such as
asthma, allergies, bronchitis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, colds, cystic ﬁbrosis, ear infections and
sinusitis, as well as skin conditions like acne, eczema,
psoriasis, rashes and rosacea.

H

ow can exposure to this simple mineral help
such disparate conditions? “It follows with sodium chloride being an integral part of the body’s physiology and dealing with homeostasis and health,” says
Dr. R. Richard Leinhardt, an ENT facial plastic surgeon in New York City who was a 9/11 ﬁrst responder.
A proper salt cave uses pink Himalayan salt because
that stuff has 84 trace minerals the body needs. Pink
Himalayan salt is extracted from the Khewra mine
near the Himalayas in Pakistan, one of the oldest and
largest salt mines in the world. The pink Himalayan
salt harvested from this mine is believed to have been
formed millions of years ago from the evaporation of
ancient bodies of water.
The salt is hand-extracted and minimally processed to
yield an unreﬁned product that’s free of additives and
thought to be much more natural than table salt. Like
table salt, pink Himalayan salt is mostly comprised
of sodium chloride. However, the natural harvesting
process allows pink Himalayan salt to possess many
other minerals and trace elements that are not found
in regular table salt. The trace mineral iron, gives it its
characteristic pink color.
I am fascinated to think I could be breathing in (or
sprinkling on my french fries) salt that has seen so much
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history. Please note, despite the pink deliciousness and
impressive list of healthy dietary additives, when it
comes to breathing in stuff, there are things to know.
“It is not advisable to use a salt cave where there is
uncontrolled pumping of salt into the air,” warns Dr.
Margaret Smiechowski, the ﬁrst person in the United
States to build a salt cave. “It is more complicated
than that.”
Dr. Margaret was a homeopathic doctor, always looking for ways to heal her clients. Being Polish, she knows
how important salt therapy is her ancestral homeland,
where there is a giant salt mine in Wieliczka. Within
the mine is an actual respiratory hospital. People wait
for months to get into this hospital because of the
known healing properties of the salt and the success
rate of the hospital.
The United States have no such salt caves, so Dr.
Smiechowski decided to create an environment that
would offer the same beneﬁts. Years of work and research ensued. The result? A technique for building
salt caves that adhere to strict construction guidelines
that ensure optimal therapeutic effects.
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GOODBYE JOINT PAIN
HELLO FREEDOM

ENJOY LIFE PAIN FREE. LEAVE KNEE AND HIP PAIN BEHIND.
CMH orthopedic specialists perform hip and knee replacements
using the state-of-the-art robotic Stryker Mako System that is far
more precise than conventional surgery.

Precision robotic joint replacement surgery at CMH means:
•
•
•
•
•

Better balanced, more natural feeling joints
Significant reduction or elimination of chronic joint pain
Shorter post-surgical hospitalization
A quicker return to a more active life
A comprehensive and caring patient experience in a modern,
private room with stunning views of the Catskills and Hudson River
Stryker Mako System

To Learn More Please Visit:
Ortho.ColumbiaMemorialHealth.org
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Places offering salt therapy and a variety of complementary wellness, meditation and massage therapies
seem to be popping up in the region like mushrooms
after a spring rain. Many of them include salt caves.
Salt caves, flotation tanks using salt, and salt therapy
are all over the place.
Some of these varied locations are very local. Among
them are Salt & Soul on Route 9W in Glasco (2477364), Zephyr Float on Greenkill Avenue in Kingston
(853-2400), Mountain Float Spa on Main Street in
New Paltz (256-9800), The Salt Therapy Room on
Titusville Road in Poughkeepsie (546-7258), and the
Hudson Valley Healing Center on Springside Avenue,
also in Poughkeepsie (250-3163).

HALF THE COST OF TRADITIONAL IMPLANTS
SIGNIFICANTLY LESS PAIN -- SIMPLE, GENTLE,
NON-SURGICAL PROCEDURES
IMMEDIATE RESULTS - TEETH RESTORED IN ONE VISIT

FREE CONSULTATION
Oppenheimer Dentistry
195 Washington Avenue, Kingston
845-514-2815
www.oppenheimerdentistry.com
MOST INSURANCE ACCEPTED AND FINANCING AVAILABLE
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2.199

$
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(845) 331-1665
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Local Family Owned
Port Ewen, NY
and Operated
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An independent, owner-operated community
108 Main Street • Saugerties, NY 12477
www.ivylodgeassistedliving.com • 845-246-4646

Share our Gracious Lifestyle
Welcoming, Authentic & Diverse
We are an integral part of the close knit Woodstock,
Kingston and Saugerties communities. From our
front porch we enjoy the hustle and bustle of the
farmer’s market, historical society concerts or a
passing parade.
Ivy Lodge is an open and accepting community made
stronger and more magnificent for having embraced
differences among its members.

Apartment Living
All of our modern, handicapped accessible apartments
have private showers. Housekeeping, linen and laundry
service are included.

I love this place because it is unique. Everyone feels
welcome. My independent will and creativity are valued.
— Jean, an Ivy Lodge Resident

Support for Independence
Because self-development takes a full lifetime to pursue
Taking care of all of life’s needs allows increased independence. Integral to this
approach, we offer services that allow residents to live a longer, healthier and more
satisfying life.
•

Help with showers and personal care to the extent needed and desired

•

Assistance with medications by nurses and trained medication aides

•

Transportation in our wheelchair-accessible van to shopping, doctor’s visits and
scheduled events

•

Three delicious meals per day, approved by a dietician and prepared by trained
chefs

Specialized Care
For people with Cognitive Impairment
We are the only Assisted Living in the area to offer a dedicated,
secure memory care unit licensed by the New York Department of
Health as a “Special Needs Assisted Living Residence.” In addition
to providing consistent supervision and a secure environment, our
experienced staff receive training in resident-entered, best practice
support for people with dementia. Through our approach we are
able to reduce the frustration experienced by people with cognitive
impairment, while measurably increasing their quality of life.

Enhanced Programming
Special license that allows residents to age in place
Nurses are on site seven days a week, and our highly skilled staff
has training and experience with accommodating, in a respectful
and caring manner, the changes associated with advanced aging.

Our owner-operator, Joan Hyde, PhD
is a professor of Gerontology and an
internationally recognized researcher and
published authority on assisted living and best
practice care for people with cognitive impairment.

Choose a small intimate setting with big resources
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COURTESY HUDSON VALLEY HEALING CENTER

Three young women enjoy the salt cave at the Hudson Valley Healing Center in Poughkeepsie.

D

r. Margaret no longer sees clients. She devotes
her life to building salt therapy environments.
Meditating in a quiet, dimly lit room, inhaling crisp,
clean, enriched air, insulated from the noise and rumpus of life in the world, will indeed make one feel good.
The positive therapeutic effects are noted in respected
medical journals. A study in the May 2017 issue of
Pediatric Pulmonology found that children with mild
asthma who went for two halo therapy sessions per
week for seven weeks gained greater improvements
in their bronchial hyper-reactivity (constrictions and
spasms that cause asthma symptoms) than a control
group did. A small study in a 2014 issue of the Journal of Medicine and Life found that patients with
chronic bronchial conditions found that halotherapy
triggered anti-inﬂammatory mechanisms and stimulation of phagocytosis, a process in which cells called
phagocytes engulf bacterial or viral particles to destroy them.
I ﬁrst heard about salt cave therapy through my niece,
Shannon Coppola. Her little boy did not sleep through
the night for his ﬁrst four and half years. Neither did
she. He was signiﬁcantly congested. He often would
vomit. Doctors were puzzled. Medication did not help.
Someone suggested visiting a salt cave. She found
one in northern New Jersey, where little Oliver played
quietly in the cave inhaling the beneﬁcial air. That night,
he slept through the night for the ﬁrst time. Ever. Of
course, my niece did not, since his contentment was
so atypical. She repeatedly and gently placed a mirror
under his dear little nostrils to be sure he was breathing.
So impressed was Shannon with this improvement
that she returned with her husband, who suffers from

joint pain. The entire family booked a session, and
emerged feeling really, really good.
Her husband is a builder. She gave him an order he
couldn’t refuse. They called Dr. Margaret. And now they
run three salt caves in New York State: Montauk Salt
Cave in Montauk, Montauk Salt Cave West in Huntington and Montauk Salt Cave Downtown in Manhattan.

T

his is not a shameless shill for my little niece. I
consulted her, trusting that her motive for exploring this unconventional method was born of love and
concern. Her continued involvement with the process
is made of the same stuff. I am game to try new things,
but when it comes to something as serious health, I
lean toward the tried and true. Especially if I have to
put my name to it.
Respiratory issues and autoimmune issues sometimes
elude remedy. And there is no worse anguish than a
sick child, especially when breathing is affected. Dr.
Margaret’s very clear, very uncompromising building
standards seem to offer both the tried and true and
point the way to new possibilities.
“Every material must be, and is, eco-friendly in salt
caves that I build,” Dr, Margaret said. “No concrete.
Concrete will eventually break down, and the chemicals
will leach. Additionally, climate control is key. It must be
calculated perfectly for therapeutic effect. Also, the salt
is sensitive. The temperature must be cool, otherwise
the salt begins to sweat and break down,”
She worked for years experimenting, and she believes
she has catalogued a reliable system that ensures the
desired results of architectural integrity in cohesion
with purpose. “People always comment on the quality
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After Hours: 845.532.2418
845.626.3555 • www.villaveritas.org
5 Ridgeview Rd, PO Box 610, Kerhonkson, NY 12446
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of the air in my caves,” she said. “Always crisp and fresh.”

B

reathing in salty air “decreases the thickness
of mucous, thereby allowing the body’s innate
clearing mechanisms to sweep away the secretions,
improving drainage and diminishing bronchial sensitivity,” explains Dr. Joseph Marino, medical director of Long Island Jewish Valley Stream Hospital in
New York. In addition, “the efﬁcacy of halotherapy
may be related to an immunologic effect by elevating
T lymphocytes, which are one of our germ ﬁghters.”
Theoretically, this could translate into better immune
function and greater protection from colds, ﬂu and
other contagious illnesses.
In addition to the anti-inﬂammatory properties, the
salts used in halotherapy have calming properties that
are helpful for skin conditions such as psoriasis and

Toni’s Wig
Connection
Toni Sindone
Owner / Consultant
Wigs & Thinning Hair Options
Home-Based Special Fittings
Wig Parties • Free Consultations

845-399-9623
183B Foxhall Ave., Kingston, NY 12401
(Across from Schufeldt St.)

MORE
GOOD
HAIR
DAYS

Ulster Publishing Co.

eczema, and these particular “salts contain magnesium,
which offers therapeutic beneﬁts to the skin,” says Dr.
Joshua Zeichner, director of cosmetic and clinical research in dermatology at the Mount Sinai Hospital in
New York City. “Epsom salt, which is magnesium sulfate,
is commonly used as a bath additive for similar reasons.”
Bathing in water that contains magnesium-rich Dead
Sea salt even improves skin barrier function and reduces
inﬂammation in people who have atopic dry skin (an
allergic skin condition), according to research in the
International Journal of Dermatology. Meanwhile, salt
also has antibacterial, anti-inﬂammatory, antifungal
and anti-microbial properties that can ﬁght germs.
“Imagine this … relaxing in a zero-gravity chair with the
soft pink glow of Himalayan salt and soothing lighting
all around you … thousands of pounds of salt..” This
describes the ideal salt cave on Dr. Margaret’s website,
SaltCaveBuilder.com. If you want to build one for your
home (and Dr. Margaret can get that done for you)
you may add a soothing soundtrack of favorite tunes
or other sound effects.
Once again I’ll insert my scaredy self and say nobody
is claiming to have miracle cures for everybody here.
But it’s worth a shot. Just make sure that if you do go
choose to visit a cave that is built properly so you are
sure to get the best salt for your buck, and the most
beneﬁt from the air.
At many salt caves, you can take yoga (Breathe in! Big
exhale!), get a reiki treatment (Feel those chakras tingling!), or just lie around feeling all pinky and blissed out.
That’s sweet. I can imagine it. I really can.
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30%
of people

suffer
a heart
attack,
before learning they
Be in the know! It could save your life.

➔

have a heart condition.
Are you at risk?
■ Family history of heart disease
■ Diabetic
■ Blood pressure consistently higher than 120/80 mm Hg
■ Elevated cholesterol and triglyceride levels
■ Overweight
■ Current or recent smoker
■ Physically inactive/sedentary lifestyle

✔

IIf you checked one or more
boxes, talk to your health
care provider about a
heart health assessment, or
schedule one today with an
expert from Albany Med’s
heart team by calling:

(518) 262-5555.
www.amc.edu/heart

The right choice
for your heart.
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A clearer view
Rural healthcare as I have experienced it
By Susan Barnett
etermining quality in healthcare should
be straightforward. Safety, successful outcomes, good doctor-to-patient ratios. It’s
not complicated. A simple formula should
tell you everything you need to know.
But my experience is that it’s not that simple.
We moved to Delaware County last year, a major
move into the western Catskills that made consistency
in health care a complicated matter. My partner and
I handled it in two different ways, He chose to stay
with his docs in Kingston and the Capital District. I
decided to wing it.
Each approach has presented challenges.
For my partner, it has meant long trips over the
mountains or across I-88, all-day ordeals that would
when he was local have taken a matter of a couple of
hours. When he needed tests, he drove two hours to
Kingston to get them. He’ll probably have to drive
two hours to get the results, too. Doctors like to see
you in person. He’s wondering whether he made the
right call.
For me, it meant trusting doctors I didn’t know.
For both of us, our saving grace has been our local
nurse-practioner, Gregg Kujawski. I’ve written about
Gregg before. He’s a fast-talking Martin Short lookalike who used to be an ER nurse on Long Island.
Gregg is the only healthcare practioner in our little
backwater town. He isn’t taking new patients. He
keeps telling us that.

D

He was my primary-care provider when I broke my
elbow. He stopped by the house to check on me afterwards. He’s done minor procedures in his office for
both me and my partner. We may not be his patients,
but you’d never know it. That “He’s not seeing new patients” line has become a running joke when we make
an appointment.
I loved my doctor in Ulster County. But she was busy.
Too busy. Her day was a series of fast stops in exam
rooms, one after the other, a rush in and out to do what
had to be done. A few questions, enough to diagnose
what was going on or to find out if tests were required.
She wanted to slow down. She wanted to take time. But
her schedule became a nightmare if she did.
Gregg is busy, too, but his schedule is overbooked with
house calls. They still do those out here. He travels an
hour or more for certain patients he just can’t bring
himself to deny. His wife, who is also his nurse, just
shakes her head. It’s what he does.
ospitals are an issue, too. There are no easy answers.
The quality of hospital healthcare was always a running debate when we lived near Woodstock. Kingston
and Benedictine hospitals didn’t have stellar reputations. But my experiences at what is now the St. Mary’s
campus in Kingston 20 years ago with my mother and
more recently with my partner were always good. The
facilities may not have been cutting-edge, but the people
who worked there cared. They were neighbors. I felt like
they were people who saw their patients as people, too.

H

holistic ORTHODONTICS
To KEEP You Smiling
Treatment with ALF, no braces!

Rhoney Stanley
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DDS, MPH, RD, CertAcup
107 Fish Creek Rd, Saugerties, NY
(845) 246-2729 or (212) 912-1212 cell

www.holisticortho.com • rhoney.stanley@gmail.com
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That wasn’t my experience in Albany. Those facilities
felt overcrowded, overstressed and overstretched. It felt
like impersonal medicine on an industrial scale. And
it felt unsafe to me.
I didn’t know what to expect in the wilds of central
upstate New York.
An online search for healthcare ratings in the Hudson
Valley and in the western Catskills would at first blush
make you fear for your life. According to the website
Data USA, a free platform that collects and shows U.S.
government data, the patient-to-doctor ratio in Ulster
County is 1386 to one. By comparison, in my adopted
home county of Delaware that ratio is 2709 to one.
There are 2700 patients for every doctor. No wonder
Gregg isn’t taking new patients.
That ratio is deceiving. My little town of Franklin is
right over the border from Otsego County, where the
patient-to-doctor ratio is 866 to one. And where’s my
closest hospital? Oneonta, in Otsego County. Otsego
County is also home to Imogene Bassett Hospital in
Cooperstown, the most beautiful healthcare campus I
have ever seen. I fully expected to see golfers playing
through on the front lawn the first time I saw it.
But pretty isn’t always better.
According to HospitalSafetyGrade.org, utilitarianlooking A.O. Fox Hospital in Oneonta gets an A rating for patient safety, outcomes, staff and incidence
of complications from procedures. Beautiful Bassett
Hospital gets a C.
That same site gives Health Alliance of the Hudson
Valley’s Mary’s Avenue Campus an A, and the Broad-

LEARN ARGENTINE TANGO & LATIN RHYTHMS
WITH DOJO DANCE COMPANY
PERFORMANCES
PRIVATE & GROUP
LESSONS
WORKSHOPS
DANCE EVENTS

Meet us in NY: Kingston / Newburgh / Rosendale / Hudson
maia@dojodancecompany.com

845.475.6006 / FIND US ON FACEBOOK / INSTAGRAM
www.dojodancecompany.com
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way campus a D. Northern Dutchess in Rhinebeck and
Vassar Hospital in Poughkeepsie both get a C, while
Mid-Hudson Westchester Medical Center gets a D.
Who to believe, though?
On Healthgrades, another healthcare ratings site,
Vassar gets 17 five-star ratings. The former Benedictine
Hospital in Kingston gets one. Fox in Oneonta gets none
at all, while Bassett in Cooperstown gets five.
n the end, I believe it all comes down to your own
personal experience. So I’ll tell you mine.
That broken arm of mine was missed by the first
radiologist at Fox Hospital in Oneonta. I waited four
weeks to improve, and when I didn’t Gregg sent me
for a second x-ray. That’s when they realized I had a
broken elbow. He sent me to a specialist at Bassett in
Cooperstown after that. Case closed. I wasn’t feeling
great about Fox Hospital, to be honest.
But as I write this I am enjoying seeing with my right
eye for the first time in a long time. I had a cataract.
And I finally got it removed. At Fox Hospital.
My doctor was Anya Bitterman, a tall, imposing young
woman with a friendly but very efficient practice in
the former shopping mall that is now a Fox healthcare
center in Oneonta. She was recommended by several
people, including Gregg, as the best around. Cataract
removal is, she assured me, the most common surgery
in America today. “It works,” she said. “It’s no big deal,”
a neighbor assured me.
I don’t do hospitals. I delivered my children in one,
but that’s it. I eschew elective surgery. Too many things

I
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can go wrong. But I was sick of not being able to see.
Dr. Bitterman does surgery on Wednesdays at Fox
Hospital. She lines us up, gets us in the outpatient OR,
fixes our eyes, and sends us home. Everyone comes
back for what is known as “Pirate Day” on Thursday to
get their patches removed and their recovery checked.
What was my experience at Fox Hospital outpatient
surgery? It couldn’t have been better.
I was comfortable, the nursing staff was kind and
attentive and human.
My nurse spent time to be sure I understood what to
expect, and treated me like a neighbor. We commiserated about the stupidity of politicians who remarked
that nurses do nothing but “play cards all day.”
“That hurt,” she said. “We all felt hurt.”
The anestheseologist stopped by and promised he’d be
“right there” if I needed him. He seemed to actually care.
When I started to feel cold (probably dread more than

Ulster Publishing Co.

temperature), another nurse stopped by with two heated
blankets and wrapped me up like a burrito. When they
realized that missing my morning coffee was a real
tragedy for me, they revealed they had great coffee on
their floor. My nurse promised it’d be the first thing
waiting for me when I came out of surgery.
It was.
I was part of an assembly line of patients that morning,
but I always felt like I was seen like a person, not just a
procedure. I was treated like neighbor. It was the best
experience I could ask for, and it was in a hospital that,
just last year, I’d have been hesitant to go to.
t was small-town healthcare. And no matter
where that small town is, so far, that’s where I’ve
seen the best of modern healthcare.
Sometimes smaller is just better.

I
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and the right technology
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WEEKLY CLASSES
AVAILABLE IN
KINGSTON AND
WOODSTOCK NY
Tuesdays 5:30-6:45
2568 Rt. 212,
Woodstock
Wednesdays 12:30-1:30pm
65 Albany Ave., Studio C,
Kingston

Zena Rommett Floor-BarreTM
An integrative
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and effective training
to core strengthen,
lengthen and create
space in the whole body while
lying on the ﬂoor. For dancers,
athletes, injured and active bodies.
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Movitadance@gmail.com

No dance experience needed! All levels are welcome.
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moves backwards. Now reverse!

Dance your way to health
Continued from cover

3.

Recycle dances.
Just as one recycles yogurt containers, so may one recycle
movement strategies.
I, for example, remember numerous
dances of the 1960s:
the Mashed Potato, the
Hully Gully, the Freddie, the Twist – plus
the surreal gyrations of
Grateful Dead lovers.
All of these find expression in my personal
locomotion. (Which
reminds me, there was
a dance song by Little
Eva called “Do the
Loco-Motion”!)

7.

Dance all day. I recommend that you dance three
times a day, for six minutes at a time. But another
option is to incorporate dance into your daily travels
through the house.
As you traverse the
living room, weave
from side to side,
then wiggle and
hop. I do this rather
often. One delight
is to walk as close to
the wall as you can.
Let your hallway
graze your face!

8.

4.

Use the tworadio method.
Listen to two radios
playing two different
stations simultaneously. Try to hear both
stations clearly. Now
dance to both stations
at once!

DION OGUST

Artist and dancer Eileen.

5.

Do the tapping
dance. Yesterday while I was meditating I heard
my wife tapping her entire body, from top to bottom.
After a while, I realized she was actually typing on her
laptop. But why don’t you try that percussive movement
I mistakenly heard – the head-to-toe tapping dance?

6.

Divide your body in half. Dance forward with
the left half of your body while your right side

Do the towel dance.
Many daily household activities may
be transformed
into dances. Just
as Gene Kelly spins
classic movie magic out of walking
with an umbrella in
Singin’ in the Rain,
try beginning a
dance by toweling
yourself off after a
bath. And before
drying off, stomp
to a 3/4 rhythm in
the shower – a wet
waltz. (Most showers are in 3/4; a
bath is usually 2/2.)

9.

And don’t assume you must dance alone. Why
not invite four or eight friends over to your house
to share your bodily expression? (Having an odd number – including you – avoids the tendency to dance in
couples.) And don’t just invite friends! Consider asking your enemies, also. Forty-seven minutes of frantic
shimmying usually removes all animosity.

DO EVERYTHING YOU DO WITH MORE EASE - PREVENT INJURY

LEARN THE F.M. ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE
What is it ? See Wikipedia…
FOR OVER 100 YEARS, A STEALTH SKILL-SET FOR THOSE IN THE KNOW
ǯǯǯǯȱȱęȱȱȱȱ¡ȱȱȱȱȱȱ ȱ
řŖƸȱ¢ȱ¡ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǰȱȱǯ

ȱȱȱǰȱȱȱ
  ǰȱǰȱ ȱ  
(845) 679-6537
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10.

While you’re waiting, dance. Train yourself
to treat any delay as a dance invitation. While
you are waiting in line at the supermarket, begin to gently
gyrate. (After all, music is playing, almost always.) With
any luck, everyone else on line will join you – then the
cashier! Then the store manager!

11.

y not start your own dance craze? Incidentally,
there are still new dances, though people over
the age of 23 rarely hear of them. A recent example
was the “Kiki Challenge” (based on a song by Drake).
But you can also invent your own dancing styles. Here’s
one I created:

The Bungalow Bop

Ulster Publishing Co.

As if you have gout.
Do the Bungalow Bop
In the daytime;
Do the Bungalow Bop
During playtime;
Do the Bungalow Bop-Bop-Bop!

.

12

Dances are largely ethnic. Choose a nation
and imitate their dancing. For example, a
short session on YouTube reveals that traditional Laotian dance emphasizes flowing hand gestures, seen in
profile. Attempt that!

13.

Don’t forget feeling. Remember to imbue your
private dance spectacles with emotion. Let joy,
fright, envy, desolation, amorousness find expression
in your limbs.

Come into my bungalow;
The ceiling’s very low.
You have to lean over
And waddle to and fro.

14.

Try juggling money as you twirl. Throw dollars into the air, and then snatch them back.
Everyone loves to watch a money mambo.

Do the Bungalow Bop
In the kitchen;
Do the Bungalow Bop
In the pantry;
Do the Bungalow Bop-Bop-Bop!

15.

Birds are inspirational for the footloose.
Today, while waiting for the UCAT bus in
Phoenicia, I gazed up at two slowly circling turkey
vultures, then imitated their smooth dance. (Luckily
no one was around to see.)

Keep your elbows in;
Point your toes out;
Keep your knees straight

TLK

LLC

Portable
Toilet
Rentals

Pine-scented
green • Rosescented pink
Carmel • White
Blue • Gray
Red and blue
Handicap
accessible

16.

Try weights. The same way it’s possible to run
with weights, one may also dance with added
burdens. My 100-year-old father scrupulously lifts
weights daily – two cans of soup. While you dance, try
gesticulating with Campbell’s Minestrone in one hand
and Progresso Chicken Noodle in the other – with a
box of Ronzoni Spaghetti No. 8 strapped to each shin.
Increase the gravitational undertow!

17.

And don’t forget hula hoops! They are an
excellent accompaniment to domestic dancing. Search in your attic for one, or make your own,
out of bent willow twigs bound together by milkweed
stalks. (FYI, the average hula hoop is between 40 and
44 inches in diameter.) Rustic hula hoops will soon be
a big trend, take my word for it.
[Be sure to check with your physician, acupuncturist,
shaman – or all three – before implementing any of
the suggestions in this essay. I can’t afford to be sued!]

845-658-8766 • 845-417-6461
845-706-7197
TLKportables@gmail.com
tlkportables.com
Having an event?

Sporting Events • Concerts • Street
Festivals • Parks • Construction/Building
Sites • Public Areas
Weekends • Weekly • Monthly

Small change
A subscription to an Ulster
Publishing newspaper costs
less than 12 cents per day
call 845-334-8200 or go to
hudsonvalleyone.com/subscribe
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WE’RE HERE
TO HELP YOU
TAKE CONTROL
Primary care, mental health, dental care and so much more.

LET’S TAKE CONTROL TOGETHER.
Kingston Family
Health Center &
Center for Counseling
1 Family Practice Drive
(845) 338-6400

New Paltz Family
Health Center
279 Main Street,
Suite 102
(845) 255-2930

Ellenville Family
Health Center
6 Healthy Way
(845) 647-4500

Family Practice Center
of Hyde Park
11 Crum Elbow Road
(845) 229-1020

Family Health Center
of Port Ewen
213 Broadway
(845) 331-2355

Ob/Gyn &
Specialty Care Center
of Kingston
1 Foxhall Avenue
(845) 338-8444

HERE TO HELP

WWW.INSTITUTE.ORG | FOLLOW US

“In our home, you are on your own but never alone.”
NYS Dept. of Health Licensed Adult Care Home
————————



Full Medical Coordination
Unmatched Recreational Activities
— Featuring —
Interactive Music & Dance Class
Therapeutic Music Circles • Tai Chi
Senior Yoga • Strength & Balance Class
Owned & operated locally by the DePoala & McNaughton Families

845.331.1254
mountainvalleymanor.com
Beneﬁt Accepted

All-Inclusive Living
No Fees, No Deposits, No Worries

PET
FRIENDLY

Voted Best
Assisted Living in
the Hudson Valley
Nestled on nine acres in a
country setting at
397 Wilbur Avenue,
Kingston, NY

Schedule a Tour
and Stay for Lunch
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Radical healing
The effect of a different way of thinking on my life
VIOLET SNOW

The Christian Science church in Woodstock was originally built for the Art Students League.
By Violet Snow

I

’m shy about telling people, even my friends,
that I’m a Christian Scientist. First off, some of
them think I’m talking about Scientology, which
is completely unrelated. Christian Science is a
Protestant religion based on the Bible and articulated
by a woman, Mary Baker Eddy, in the late 1800s. It’s
distinct from many other religions in its emphasis on

healing, including health issues.
My embrace of Christian Science is not easy to explain,
in view of the fact that Christianity, at some points in
its history, has been used to justify racism, exploitation
and even genocide. It’s a complete surprise to me that
I found my way into the religion of my ancestors —
Protestantism, that is.
Despite my mother’s distrust of religion, which I shared
as a child, I developed a craving for spirituality. Over
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the years I explored yoga, Buddhism, Wicca, nature
mysticism, Judaism, Native American vision questing,
West African rituals. Though all these traditions brought
insight, joy and help with problems, Christian Science
has wrought more radical changes in my life and health
than any of those immensely valuable practices.
In 2010, I was assigned an article about the hundredth
anniversary of the Woodstock Christian Science church.
I interviewed a church member who related prayer to
creativity, both being forms of opening the mind to
inspiration. It became clear to me that Christian Scientists were not just going to church to recite prayers
but were striving to actively commune with the divine
on a personal level.
Intrigued, I began attending Sunday morning or
Wednesday evening services and was welcomed by a
small group of kind and modest people. There was no
pressure, except for encouragement to read the Christian Science textbook, Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures, written by Mrs. Eddy. At one point, I
inquired about joining the church and was told, “Oh,
but you’re so busy. Do you really have the time?” It took
me five years officially to become a member.

I

’ve always been drawn to ideas that dive deep
under the world’s outer appearance and set my assumptions upside down. I found these kinds of ideas
in the profoundly spiritual way Christian Science
views the universe.
The religion starts with the premise found in Genesis
1, chapter 1, which says God, Spirit, is the creator of all,
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and is entirely good. The first part of that statement
I find engaging, as it contains the implication that
everything is made of consciousness, a mind-boggling
idea with the potential for transcending problems that
appear to be physical. I have sometimes found the second
part harder to digest, because it calls into question the
ultimate substance or reality of everything negative, evil
or painful. However, Christian Scientists don’t ignore
evil, we contradict it —not because positive thinking is
healthy but because good is the true structure of being.
These understandings are the basis of healing. We
do not pray for God to take away our problems, since
our problems are based on a misconception of what is
real. We pray for God to deepen our understanding of
reality, and healing results from holding such truths
in consciousness. I find if I am consistent enough in
training myself to look at life through the lens of these
concepts, I feel less anxiety (my biggest emotional issue)
and I experience healing of health problems.
Some healings are quick, or even instantaneous. Mine
tend to take more time. Two years ago, I was suffering
from pain in my back and hip. I could walk, thankfully,
but turning over in bed was a trial, and my favorite exercise outlet, the martial art of aikido, became impossible.
I tried to pray but wasn’t making progress. I spent
a lot of time trying to figure out what had caused my
condition, a focus I later came to see as a distraction.

C

hristian Scientists are sometimes known as
people who do not go to doctors, but there is no
rule against consulting medical personnel if a need
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arises. In desperation, I went to a series of health professionals. Each one rearranged the symptoms without resolving them. After four months and $1000,
I gave up and resolved to turn back to God. I disciplined my thought, halting every impulse to wonder
about cause or worry about consequences, using those
moments to turn toward the awareness of
divine good around and
within me.
One day, I called a
Christian Science practitioner, a professional
dedicated to the prayerful healing of others. I
told her I was worried
I would never feel my
connection with God
consistently enough to
find healing.
She helped me understand that I didn’t have to
become spiritual. As she
put it, “You are not a human being making your way
to spirit and perfection. You are now, today, the exact
reflection of God in every aspect of you, governed directly by divine Mind.” Her absolute confidence inspired
trust, and the next day, my back was 90 percent better.
At first I was ecstatic. Then doubts crept in. Maybe
some activity had made me feel better. No, I’d had a
real healing. The conflict between matter and spirit
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raged all day, until I went for a walk and prayed for an
understanding that would help me. I managed to still
my troubled mind sufficiently to hear these words: Just
choose — either hard work, struggle and worry; or the
ease of falling into a featherbed.
With this sentence came a sensation of peace and
tenderness, of being held
by an all-embracing love.
The battle of thoughts
ended. It took another
couple of months, and
several more prayerbased insights, for my
back pain to be completely healed, but the
process of bringing my
thought in line with divine truth became stronger and easier.
I can’t go back to my old
way of thinking. Christian Science comes to
my aid a thousand times
a day, and I grow increasingly sane.

We do not pray for God to
take away our problems, since
our problems are based on a
misconception of what is real.
We pray for God to deepen our
understanding of reality, and
healing results from holding such
truths in consciousness.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist in Woodstock, at
85 Tinker Street, holds services Sundays from 10 to 11
a.m. and testimony meetings Wednesdays from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. The public is always welcome to attend. For
information on the Reading Room and on churches in
Kingston and Poughkeepsie, search by location at http://
www.christiansciencenys.com.
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The way out of
a black hole
A plea for all of us to pitch in
ﬁnding available help for drug addicts

WIKIMEDIA

Heroin needle lying on a city street.
By Harry Matthews
s I approached my fiftieth birthday two
years ago, a dear friend of mine pulled me
aside at a party and whispered in my ear,
“You know, when you hit fifty the warranty
is up.” At that time I had laughed.
As the day of my half-century neared, the idea of my
creeping mortality began to take a strange hold over
me, like a sleepy gnat waking up from time to time to
buzz in my ear just long enough to make me feel quietly
crazy. I started feeling aches pains where there had
never been aches and pains before. I would often think
to myself, “Is that my kidney or my liver that’s making

A

me double over in pain?”
Two months before my birthday, I went to my doctor
for my annual check-up. I had had my blood taken the
week before for a myriad of tests. When I entered the
examination room, my doctor looked at me gravely,
shaking his head. “I don’t like the look of this at all,”
he said, frowning broadly as he pointed at the chart.
This, of course, made me very nervous. “What?” I asked,
my voice audibly shaking. “Don’t keep me waiting, doc.”
“I believe your gall bladder needs to be removed.”
He pointed at the chart where row upon row of numbers and their corresponding percentages. I thought
that he sat glaring back at me as though in silent accusation. I looked down at the sheet as if it were my
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mortal enemy, understanding nothing.
“Your liver enzymes are way up, and I don’t like this
number at all.”
Aha, I knew it was my liver!
For the rest of his brief diagnosis, the doctor might as
well have been literally speaking Greek to me for all I
knew. He did not know that a close friend of mine had
died of cancer of the gall bladder just three months
after they had recommended that he have his removed.
I did not hesitate.
“Well, doc,” I said. “Let’s get it out of there, pronto.
I’m free all next week.”
nother acquaintance of mine who was pushing 80 recently told me that he had always felt
in his mind that he was about
the age of 30. I related to that
completely. No matter what age
he looked in the mirror, he said,
he had never felt himself older
than he was when life was at its
best for him.
For me, 30 had been a wonderful age. I was playing in rock
bands, traveling all over the
world, and generally conducting
my life almost completely without major responsibilities. No wife, no kids, no real job
to speak of. There was nothing I could not bounce back
from, healthwise or otherwise. Life was great.
I think many of us guys think that life sort of freezes at
a certain point, and that at least on the inside we don’t

A
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ever get any older. Even though our bodies might be
slowly breaking down and women may no longer find
us attractive, we still feel like we have our whole lives
ahead of us. We could continue to act in ways that we
could at one time get away with.
Take alcohol and drugs, for instance. A pal who shall
remain anonymous had a serious addiction to both
alcohol and heroin in his twenties and early thirties,
though luckily not at the same time. Eventually he
found help, first through rehab (with the gentle pushing
and insistence of his entire family), and then, thankfully, through the rooms of AA and NA (Alcoholics
Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous, respectively).
Through lots of loving support from both his family
and the men and women in these twelve-step groups
he managed to stay clean and sober
for a number of years.
As the sober years stretched on, he
began to feel a subtle ennui sneaking
in to his thinking. He started to skip
the meetings he had always gone to
and over the next six months stopped
going to them all together.
It was around this time that, as
though a message had been sent to
him from on high, he found a little bag
of marijuana in the weeds on the side
of his little back road outside Woodstock. Marijuana
had never been an issue for him. Why not, he thought.
He very slowly smoked what he had found.
The floodgates had opened a hair. He decided he could
have a glass of wine as well. That one glass soon turned

‘He found himself
setting himself up
for whatever high
might come his way’
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into a bottle, which then turned into three bottles a
night and then a fifth of vodka a night.
For my pal, the so-called “slippery slope” was an icecovered triple black diamond ski run, and he was wearing worn-out and treadless loafers. His guard, which
had been in place and well protected for so long, was
suddenly down. He found himself setting himself up
for whatever high might come his way.
And what, might you ask in this day and age, should
come his way next? Not the familiar and often warm
(yet still deadly) embrace of his old familiar drug of
choice, heroin, but the god-knows-what-the-hell-isin-this-stuff and seriously deadly fentanyl. Unluckily
for him, he happened to relapse in the middle of the
worst drug crisis this country had ever seen, a crisis
so bad that people of all ages, races, income levels,
genders, and whatever other criteria you could name
were literally dying left and right. Dropping like flies.

Thankfully, his relapse didn’t last long, though it so
easily could have gone on indefinitely. With indispensable and timely help from friends, he managed to detox
himself on his couch, writhing in a dope-sick agony
for a week and a half until finally the majority of the
chemicals had left his system. As F. Scott Fitzgerald
so sagely wrote in one of his notebooks, “Show me a
hero and I’ll write you a tragedy.” My pal, who could so
easily have been that tragedy, is instead now my hero.
ere I need to take a moment to throw a little
shade at our medical community. My pal only detoxed at home because no facility at the time could or

H
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would take him. With the help and urging of others,
he had called numerous detoxes, rehabs and hospitals. As soon as they heard that he was addicted to
fentanyl, they rejected him out of hand, saying he
needed a higher level of care that they could not provide. (For the record and in my pal’s defense, he is not
a chemist. He said he was on fentanyl because that’s
what he thought he should say).
I don’t know how detoxing from fentanyl is any different than detoxing from heroin except for the fact
that detoxing from fentanyl can sometimes take up to
five times longer for one to feel even close to normal. It
used to be that a heroin addict would be past the worst
of the withdrawals within three or four days. Fentanyl
can be so strong that the withdrawals don’t even begin
until the fourth or fifth day. Withdrawal is a long and
very difficult process, particularly if not done under
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medical supervision.
I’m not saying that there aren’t hospitals which would
gladly take an addict using fentanyl. I am saying that
on these given days in this particular year he was out
of hand rejected by all.
One of the institutions, and I’m not naming names,
even told him to just sign on to the methadone program
and that he would be fine. Now I know that for many,
methadone is an absolute lifesaver, but my friend is an
extremely hard worker who doesn’t really have the time
to go to Kingston or Albany every day to spend hours
in the methadone program. For all the good it can do,
methadone is often referred to as “liquid handcuffs.”
Being in the methadone program can make it difficult
to have any semblance of a normal life.
Buprenorphine is a wonder medication to help opiate
addicts get clean, return to the world of the living, and
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color
begin once again to have a seemingly normal life. The
great thing about buprenorphine, often sold under
the brand name of suboxone, is that the addict can
get a month-long take-home prescription. It does not
produce a high. When taken as prescribed, it creates
an atmosphere in which the addict can return quite
quickly to the routine of normal daily life while at the
same time attending to their recovery. As with many
medications, there is a potential for abuse. This rarely
happens with a true opiate addict.
Useless and hard-to-understand overdose deaths are
plaguing our country, our state and our beautiful little
communities. This is one of the most important issues
of our time. Family members who have been perennially
baffled at what to do for a loved one addicted to these
drugs today can have hope that there is a way out of
this seemingly black hole.
There is a solution, whether it is a detox, rehab
(short- or long-term), twelve-step groups, methadone
programs, buprenorphine, or even jail (the only way
some can get clean). Please, if you are able, treat these
people with all the love you can muster. Treat them as
though they have a disease no different than diabetes
or cancer. Find the available help out there for them.
I only wish that our society could only stop treating
this disease as a stigma, as it has often been treated.
No one else has to die from it. The addict struggling to
find a way out is not a bad person trying to get better,
but a sick person trying to get well.
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Visit us online for a calendar
of in-store events, delicious recipes
and healthy living articles.
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KINGSTON ATLHLETICS

CrossFit games top competitors Nick Krzywonos, Shana Quigley and Kyle Stark say anyone can
participate.

Better than
yesterday
You’re there to be healthy,
say three local ﬁtness competitors
By Christina Coulter

C

ombine calisthenics, Olympic deadlifting, gymnastics, cardio and feats that you
might see at a strongman competition. Slap
on a time limit or a set number of repetitions. Perform in a space that more closely resembles

a garage than your typical fitness place. Don’t forget
to add enthusiasm and sweat, a whole lot of sweat.
That’s CrossFit, whose mantra is Fitness for All.
This year, three people who train at Kingston Athletics
competed in the annual CrossFit games this March and
placed within the top ten percent of nearly 500,000
athletes. Thirty athletes from Kingston Athletics on
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SPORTS CAMPS
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Swimming
Alfred University Summer Programs
1 Saxon Drive, Alfred, NY 14802 · 607-871-2612
We respect our clients’ privacy. The models represented in this publication are
for illustrative purposes only and in no way represent or endorse KidsPeace. ©
2014 KidsPeace.
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Boice’s Lane, the only CrossFit affiliate in Ulster County,
participated. There are about 15,000 CrossFit locations
in the world.
“We’re competitive people, we’ve got that drive and
we get upset if we miss that rep [repetition],” said Nick
Krzywonos, math teacher in the Kingston schools and
part owner of Kingston Athletics. He finished in the
top two percent of over 26,044 participants in his age
bracket worldwide this year. CrossFitters Krzywonos,
40, Shana Quigley, 29, and Kyle Stark, 34, say anyone,
not just those who are already fit, can participate.
Each exercise can be scaled to fit the limitations of
each athlete.
“This is where you get in shape,” said Krzywonos.
“Walking in the door and seeing people lying on the
ground after a workout certainly scares people. Hearing
people breathing heavy and sweating like it’s raining on
them, that’s scary to them. What they don’t understand
is that it’s okay.”
“Everyone thinks it’s six packs and muscles, but it’s
not always that way,” said Quigley.
Competition is not only with others but with oneself.
Each exercise has some marker, a time limit, or a number
of reps to be completed in the shortest possible span.
There’s a desire to better one’s previous performances.
“It’s something to celebrate for everybody,” said Quigley, a dental hygienist from Hurley who finished in the
top ten percent of almost 150,000 competitors in her
age bracket. “I think a huge part of it is being in that
room and looking on the board and seeing everyone
else’s names and knowing that they gave their best at
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the same workouts I did. We all sweat the same sweat.
We all worked as hard as we could so we could all make
ourselves better than we were yesterday.”
Stark, who scored within the top eight percent of
the nearly 40,000 that competed in his age bracket
worldwide this year, described his own response to the
competitive environment. “There’s that camaraderie,
there’s that feeling of success,” he explained. “When
you hit a lift when you [previously] haven’t [been
able to] or you get a perfect rep … that drives you and
keeps you going.”
Competitors around the world competed in their
own gyms over five weeks in February and March,
with online-trained coaches using video submissions
to guarantee that they were using proper form. Each
component had specific requirements, with photos and
instructions available online. For wall ball shots, for
example, reps only counted towards an athlete’s score if
“the medicine ball [was] taken from the bottom of the
squat [with a] hip crease below the knee and thrown
to hit the specified target.”
Each of these routines has variations for teenagers, for
different ages of men and women, and there are scaled
versions for those who are less able for whatever reason.
A handstand walk is replaced with a bear crawl, weights
are lessened, and movements are altered.
“The people at our gym are all so different, so it’s
hard to nail down one common trait that they have,”
said Stark, who took up CrossFit four years ago when
he was a smoker with a primarily sedentary lifestyle.
“Just as with any sort of fitness program, you’re there

0HGLFDO0DULMXDQD&HUWLÀFDWLRQ
DQG&RQVXOWLQJ
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to be healthy, you’re there to have a better quality of
life. Obviously everyone wants that, that’s the common
theme. Everyone has different goals, but the bottom
line is that you want a better quality of life, you want
to feel good, you want to look good, you [want to] have
a good self-image.”
You can’t just come in and go through the motions,
Stark said. You have to give a good effort.
After dislocating his shoulder and tearing his labrum
after an ambitious dive to third base during a softball
game, Stark competed in the CrossFit games four years

The Culinarians Home

ago using exercise modifications . He still marvels
when he considers the progress he’s made since then.
He now has a sense of accomplishment “that I hadn’t
really felt a ton of.”
There are daily classes are curated by trainer Olivia
Grimsland, who also teaches yoga at the facility. Beginners can try their hand at the gym’s “kickstarter”
program. There are “foundations” classes. The gym
also hosts “NinjaFit” classes for children between five
and ten years of age.
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The blood
collectors
Donation centers struggle with maintaining
an adequate supply where and when it is needed
By Ann Hutton
he call went out two months from the
New York Blood Center (NYBC) that the region was currently experiencing an urgent
blood shortage. That could pose a danger to
anyone under treatment for a number of health conditions, most of them serious.
NYBC, which operates an extensive network of independent blood donation centers, reports a drastic
drop in donorship in the last ten years, while the need
for blood has increased. According to its appeal, nearly
2000 donations are needed each day in New York and
New Jersey alone. About one in seven hospital admissions requires a blood transfusion, and with a limited
shelf life, supplies must be continually replenished.
The American Red Cross says that every two seconds
someone in the United States needs blood.
A catastrophic incident could also put a strain on
blood banks outside our region as they respond to the
need, when possible even shipping blood products
across the nation.
I recently spoke with the account manager for NYBC
in charge of northern Orange, Ulster, and part of Sul-

T

livan counties. “I organize blood drives at churches,
synagogues, schools,” Molly Hutcher explained. “Any
place that can guarantee at least 30 draws per drive. We
always aim to collect more. I’ve been running my own
blood drives for about three months. We initially meet
with a group about six weeks out, discuss their goals,
give them marketing materials. Then we follow up with
them to make sure they’re getting it together, getting
their sign-ups so we know how much staff to bring.”
How does she generate business? “It’s basically about
education,” she answered. “You hear the term blood
emergency so often. People really do see that the need
is great. Cancer recipients are the number one receivers,
and we all know someone with cancer. NYBC is growing right now and taking on more hospital accounts,
so we do have goals to meet in the tri-state area, with
200 hospitals. It’s a lot.”
In a crisis, it’s the blood already on the shelves that
saves lives. It’s great when people donate after an
incident, Hutcher said, but it needs to be something
they do regularly. “It’s hard to take an hour out of the
day. We try to make it as easy for people as possible.”
My relative Jordan Hutton is a nurse who runs blood
drives for Vitalant, a large blood bank operating in the
NOW
HIRING
Apply
Today!
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Sacramento Valley in northern California. There are two
basic types of draw: the quicker process of whole-blood
donation and the more time-consuming draw where
the donor is hooked up to a machine for an hour or two
to have blood separated into components. Vitalant is
aggressive in attracting regular donors for both types.
The FDA determines the safety levels for donors in a
rolling twelve-month calendar. “They recommend how
much you can give of each particular product,” said
Hutton. “Basically it’s what you’re eligible for on a given
day, and we almost always want to take the maximum
amount someone can give. A donor in a time crunch
can’t sit through the longer process. A machine usually
collects plasma first, then platelets — one product at a
time typically. It always collects the red cells separately
and last. Red cells are the heaviest component of blood.
It works on a centrifuge, based on the weight of the
components.”
How frequently can people give blood without
compromising their own health? Eight weeks is the
recommended time between whole blood donations.
“For plasma, it’s every 28 days. With platelets, it’s every
two weeks in our center,” said Hutton. “If you’re eating well and hydrating you can replenish your plasma
within days. Red cells are developed in bone marrow,
so it may be around five weeks to totally replenish your
loss, but it’s always safer to go longer before donating
again. Platelets are a small portion of your total volume, and they’re fragments of cells. Your body makes
those quicker.”
Obvious reasons why someone might be disqualified from donating blood include the presence of a
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potentially infectious disease, a blood disorder, or any
blood-borne pathogens like hepatitis or AIDS. Typically a person is given a brief physical and answers a
questionnaire about their current health, and then gets
a needle stick in a finger to test for hemoglobin levels.
When I get my finger poked before donating, is that
smear tested for disease at that point?
“No, when we test for hemoglobin, we’re not diagnosing anyone,” Hutton answered. “If you come up with an
abnormal value from a finger poke, for example with
hemoglobin abnormally low, we’d defer you with a letter that you can take to your doctor. If it’s abnormally
high, we won’t let them donate either. It could indicate
hemochromatosis, where their body is producing too
many red blood cells, or I’ve seen it in men who are going
through hormone replacements, taking testosterone.”
Individuals as young as 16 are eligible to donate with
signed parental consent.
What about drugs? Does the needle stick show any
of these substances?
Some drugs prevent someone from donating. The tests
don’t look for illicit drugs or alcohol, “but if someone
comes in to donate and I can clearly see they’re high,
I’m not going to let them donate,” said Hutton.
lood banks are typically non-for-profit concerns with complex operating costs. The business
end of blood banking is straightforward. Donors supply the product gratis, and the company sells blood
to hospitals, recouping their investment for the collection process, the testing, the transportation, the
storage, the employees and the supplies. It runs those
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WIKIMEDIA

Blood draw at an American Red Cross donation site.
big buses that show up at everything from high-school
football games to conventions to invite people on
board to donate.
“We rely on people to donate to us,” explained Hutton.
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“We have to pay for everything up until the point it’s
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blood types can be frozen for up to ten years. Fresh frozen plasma keeps for up to a year and is transported to
a hospital in the frozen state. Platelets last up to
five days from the date of collection. Big machines
have shelves that agitate and rock to keep them
in motion. Otherwise they can clot.
Some hospitals have a consignment
contract, so postdated blood can
be returned and used in research.
Inventory management and quality
control is part of the job. As hospitals use blood, they’re reorder. In an
emergency situation, blood products
must be delivered 24/7. It’s a complicated game.
There aren’t enough donors for everyone to feel
comfortable with the amount of blood available.
In many states, blood often has to be transferred
from one hospital to another, especially in a trauma

www.barefootdancecenter.com
845 384-6146

situation. In New York, blood supplies have reached
critical lows, with all blood types dropping well below
a seven-day reserve, including a one- to two-day
supply of O- and B-, according to NYBC reports.
Why would anybody drain blood from their
own body to give life to someone they’ll never
know? Blood donation is the ultimate
altruistic gesture.
A very recent Swiss field experiment
decided to test how material incentives affected blood donations. Lorenz
Götte and Alois Stutzer offered 10,000
previous blood donors lottery tickets
or a free cholesterol test. Lottery tickets significantly increased donations during the experiment,
in particular among less motivated donors. The
free cholesterol test led to no discernable impact
on blood donations during and after the experiment.

Enrolling now for Summer
Dance Performance June 2nd
(see website for details)

ULSTER GASTROENTEROLOGY
Dr. El-Shaer was just voted one of the top doctors in NY!!!

D Reham El-Shaer is happy to announce she
Dr.
iis once againin the Kingston area for all your
Gastroenterology needs
at 301 Hurley Ave., Kingston, NY 12401.
Dr. El-Shaer is a highly respected Board Certiﬁed
Gatsroenterologist for the prevention, diagnosis,
treatment and management of digestive diseases.
We offer the cutting edge and coordinated top
quality care of patient needs.

• IBS • Colon cancer screening • Acid reﬂux
• Swallowing problems • Liver disease
• Ulcerative colitis • Crohn’s disease
Dr. Reham El-Shaer, M.D.
Serving Patients 15 years and up.
We are accepting most health insurance carriers.
Call for your appointment today! Open Monday - Thursday 8 am - 4 pm

301 Hurley Ave., Kingston, NY 12401 • 845.309.7597
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WIKIMEDIA

An ex-marketer describes what several years working for the pharmaceutical industry taught him.

Pharma world
Pills are cheaper than any other kind of healthcare
By John Burdick

T

he pharmaceutical industry, they say,
is recession-proof. From the perspective of
someone who got paid well to make doilies on the fringes of pharmaceutical marketing campaigns for the strangest seven years of
my life, here is what that means. In good economic
times, things are good. Things also remain real good
in times of “proactive belt-tightening” on the high end
of lean to “one narrow layer of services removed from
total systemic collapse” on the low end.
The reason is simple. Among the many and miraculous treatments available in today’s advanced modern
society, pills are the cheapest and most cost-effective.
They are cheaper, of course, than surgery and every
other kind of in-patient care. And cheaper, naturally,
than other interventions and therapies that require
trained personnel, time and special facilities. They are
cheaper, even, than many diagnostics and thus are often
interchanged with them in proven low-risk gambles.
Practitioners are inclined and, in tight-belted man-

aged-care settings, incentivized to guess once, twice,
thrice with pills before ordering the scan or the RT
NISP (roundtrip neural impulse synchronization plot).
That’s not real. I made it up.
In good times, we suddenly hear a lot of empathetic
talk on the TV about baldness, sexual dysfunction,
bourgeois anxiety, and the misunderstood stigma of
bushy nose and ear hair. The prosperous vanity wing
of pharmacotherapy makes a killing making shame,
imperfection and unhappiness things of the past. In
hard times, they shovel the crumbling prednisone out of
troughs, and everyone gets a Z-Pak. Just for showing up.
It’s boom, or, on the other hand, boom! Take your pick.
Big Pharma, of course, challenges this narrative
at every turn, in the tone that so many millionaires
insist that they are middle-class, and that they know
struggle, too. It is expensive to research drugs, they say,
to develop, patent, test, manufacture and market them
competitively. It can take decades of white coats staring
at beakers through goggles to bring a new agent to the
gates of the market, where a single really, really adverse
event in Stage 3 can sink Phukitol™ (phludinirab hcl
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30mg) on the virtual eve of its christening, or force the
owner to go to market tainted by a “black-box warning.”
Scratch off that black box and find the lucky skull and
crossbones underneath; it killed someone.
Plus, the complaint continues, selling in pharma is
not like selling in other verticals. It is highly regulated,
multi-player, scientifically complex. A clinical trial
might prove that a drug is effective in a way deemed
statistically significant (meaning measurably more
effective than your standardized cocktail of sugar and
belief ). But effectiveness is not the same as efficacy.
Pharma must make and maintain credible clinical
and statistical arguments that its pills, shots, gels and
drops not only work but also save money by working.
For instance, would the money spent on controlling
hypertension in your patient population be made back
in indirect savings associated with reduced rates of
congestive heart failure and other co-morbidities? Or
not? This dense field of argument is called pharmacoeconomics, or, less polysyllabically, outcomes.
My company was neck deep in outcomes. In fact I
believe we designed the very first interactive outcomes
modeling software on CD-ROM. Well, not me. I wrote
music and text for animated dancing-nose videos.

some background in medical science. But above that
are fleets of clinical liaisons and paid thought-leaders — many with MDs and PhDs and commensurate
rates — whose job it is to influence clinical thought

John M. Carroll
Healer,
Teacher,
Spiritual Counselor
“Miracles still do happen”




— Richard Brown, M.D., author, Stop Depression Now

“John Carroll is a most capable, worthy and excellent
healer of high integrity, compassion and love.”
— Gerald Epstein, M.D., author, Healing Visualizations

I slept and dreamt that life was joy,
I awoke and saw that life was service.
I acted and behold, service was joy.
— Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941)

P

harma requires a large sales force vastly more
educated than those in virtually any other industry. Even the “enjoy these complimentary pens and
sandwiches, doctor” field reps could stand to have

For more information please visit
johnmcarrollhealer.com or call 845-338-8420.
Oﬃces in Kingston & Manhattan.

FEET HURT?
ORTHOTICS
FOR ALL
WALKS
OF LIFE

MONTANO'S SHOE STORE
MEN'S

WOMEN'S

CHILDREN'S
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and practice and to create favorable conditions for the
adoption of the little pill of interest. And of course the
composition of that sales force changes with each pill.
You can’t send an endocrinologist off on a hepatologist’s errand, now can you?
Above all, pharma marketing is maddeningly indirect.
There is no simple direct-to-consumer appeal, and
word of mouth is mediated. You have to work every
angle: patient, provider and payer, with a different
story for each.
As we know in this Chomskyian world, every Coke ad
is a Pepsi ad, too. What matters is not so much what cola
you drink but that you drink cola and that you perceive
a binary cola choice as a self-defining decision that
you simply must make. When a pharma firm allocates
a budget for websites and interactive services, only a
tiny portion will go the drug’s branded site, Phukitol.
com, which will usually be little more than prescribing
information brochure-ware spiced with a bloodstream,
a particle-view animation or two.
The lion’s share of web resources will be spent on a
content- and multimedia-rich disease-state informational materials meant to elevate the fame and urgency
of the condition you treat, a “health portal” designed to
be a one-stop, credible, interactive resource for suffering
people and their loved ones.
This site will feature content and tools for diet, exercise and stress reduction. It will paint a picture of a
condition underdiagnosed and misunderstood. It will
“indirectly direct” consumers to pressure professionals
in certain specific ways. In its pursuit of neutrality and

Co-Sponsored by Ulster Co. OFA, NYS OFA & UJF of Ulster Co.

Ulster Publishing Co.

balance, it will even include information on competitor products and any natural treatments supported by
at least half a shred of evidence. But everything is on
an incline, everything rolls one way. The sponsors are
implicated in the fine print.
Hell of a circuitous way to sell a product.

S

o not only do I not believe Big Pharma’s cry that
its businesses are different, really complicated,
risky, but I lived it, providing comic relief. I once
wrote — almost by myself — an entire disease-state
website about erectile dysfunction (we wanted to call
it iffstiffy.com but were met with resistance) to support a new ED product that had to be pulled at the last
minute because of that old death thing. Some of my
finest work, not to mention ten years of R&D, went
down the tubes.
If the wealth was bottomless, why did I get laid off in
the early 2000s? My understanding is that the Internet
bust of the very late twentieth century (What was that?
Two, three economic collapses ago?) sent all the biggest interactive agencies from all verticals scrambling
to pharma, because recession-proof. The competition
grew fierce. Belts had to be tightened.
Today I gaze fondly at the richly manicured, 3000acre lawns of south Jersey’s exquisite pharma campuses, remembering a time when I sat in the brilliant
glass cage of a conference room on the umpteenth
floor of Satan’s tower and pitched Flash Videos about
singing noses.
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